
WE ARE PROUD OF…

…OUR CLIENTS

Having started out in 1993 as a tiny Lithuanian manufacturer, today Eurodita is a reliable supplier of log cabins to
leading dealers and retailers all around Western Europe. We are extremely proud to have earned your trust. You
demand nothing less than world-class standards, and this is what we have learned to deliver. Our success is the
cumulative sum of thousands of interactions with smart and demanding dealers.

…BEING DISLIKED BY COMPETITORS

The international giants of the log cabins market have a problem with us. You see, we sell similar standard log
cabins, except our business model allows us to sell cheaper. And, in business, nothing is more terrifying than a
competitor who is more efficient than you. So in 2015 the Dutch company Tuindeco decided to sue us, but the
court found their plagiarism accusation to be unfounded. The winner is you! More on this story here.

…OUR INTEGRITY

As a B2B manufacturing company, we always remain the silent partner, and you - the dealer - get all the credit for
the products. The ‘private label’ way of doing business can only be successful if it is built on mutual trust. We
never disclose our partnership arrangements to third parties, so that you can develop your brand, deciding on
your own terms whether to disclose your source of supply.

…OUR LOG PRODUCTS

Whichever line of the market you are in, you will definitely find what you need in our herculean assortment of
more than 600 unique products: Log Cabins and Sheds, Standard Cabins, Log Houses, Camping Pods, Garden
Summer Houses, Garden Furniture, Play Houses, BBQ Huts, Wooden Carports and Garages, Wooden Hot Tubs and
Wooden Pavilions, and many other structures produced from finest Nordic timber.

…OUR GLOBAL REACH

As a company, we are deeply rooted in Lithuania where all the production processes take place up to this day. But
our sales network now covers markets of about 50 countries. Currently our dealer network is strongest in the UK,
Ireland, and the Netherlands. We are currently consolidating our positions in the markets of Australia, New
Zealand, Germany, France, Sweden and Norway.

… OUR BUILDERS



Eurodita

From our carpenters to our managers, these are the hard-working professionals who have built the Eurodita
success story. Because each and every one of them performs their tasks to perfection, you get to sell an
impeccable product. And you get to sleep well, because your end-customers will
http://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=Eurodita no longer bother you with complains. Instead, they will be coming for
more!

https://www.eurodita.com/key-difference/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=Eurodita

